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5,38.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a semiconductor device which

operates on a switching circuit, and more particularly, to a semiconductor device which is formed as
a system on a chip (SOC) chip. 2. Description of the Related Art A SOC chip is a system chip, and

includes logic circuits, memory, etc., which can be realized on a single chip. The logic circuits include
a DSP (Digital Signal Processor) or MPU (Micro Processor Unit) for performing a processing task for

data processing, a graphic engine, etc. The memory includes a SRAM (Static Random Access
Memory) and a DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory). Moreover, the SOC chip includes a flash

memory which functions as a nonvolatile memory. Additionally, the SOC chip further includes a
power control circuit such as a Charge Pump Circuit (CPC) for supplying an operating voltage of the

SOC to each of the above-mentioned circuits. The SOC chip is mounted on various electronic devices,
for example, a cellular phone and a PDA (Personal Digital Assistance), using a system on package

(SOP) method. An example of the SOC chip
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Calculating rotation angles using only operator overloading and multiplication I've been learning

about matrix math and rotated axis about an origin. If I have a positive
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